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At TEAM 7, everything is in our hands: from the forest to the finished 

furniture. Because overseeing the entire supply chain is the only 

way that we can truly guarantee premium quality, sustainable 

production and independence. The past few years have revealed the 

weaknesses in international supply chains and demonstrated the 

strengths of local manufacturing. It all begins at our timber yard, 

where the premium hardwood that we use in our furniture is given 

time to mature. This is the starting point for the unique solid wood 

furniture that we have been making in batch sizes of one in our own 

plants in Austria for decades now. As a pioneer for sustainable 

living, today we are benefiting from this experience and from our 

high degree of in-house production, which guarantees our flexibility 

and supply reliability – particularly in these challenging times.

Just like a tree, we draw strength from our roots. And we stay 

true to them. The new TEAM 7 Welt is currently emerging at our 

headquarters in Ried im Innkreis in Upper Austria. As a place of 

innovation and inspiration, it is turning our sustainable philosophy 

into something tangible and setting new standards in green 

building. At the same time, we are working consistently to realise 

our vision for the most efficient and environmentally sustainable 

manufacturing facility for solid wood furniture ever conceived – the 

green plant. In total, we are investing some EUR 40 million in our 

Austrian sites so that we will be able to continue satisfying individual 

customers’ wishes perfectly and inspiring people all over the world 

to embrace a sustainable lifestyle.

You can also feel this passion running through our new products for 

2023. They reflect the expert way in which we combine genuine solid 

wood, traditional craftsmanship and state-of-the-art technology. 

Perfect examples of this are our new round miró dining table with 

its numerous lovingly created details and the new kids furniture 

range with its versatile children’s furniture made of genuine solid 

wood. Take a look for yourself.HAVING YOUR OWN PRODUCTION 
CAPACITY MEANS BEING IN 
CONTROL OF QUALITY AND 
SECURING YOUR INDEPENDENCE.

IT’S IN OUR OWN HANDS

Dr Georg Emprechtinger,  

CEO, owner
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A TRULY GREAT PRODUCT, EVEN 
 IN ITS SMALL FORMATS

As a non-extendable table, miró comes in a 

broad range of sizes and wood types – from 

ultra-compact, with a diameter of 90 cm, all the 

way to an impressive 160 cm diameter, which can 

accommodate a large gathering. Solid-wood legs 

give the miró table its strong base. They meet 

the floor at the outline of the table top and are 

slightly recessed as they move upwards, finally 

melding with the inwardly bevelled table frame 

into a single form with the aid of precise notches 

and high-quality, highly detailed craftsmanship.

THIS TABLE WILL TURN YOUR HEAD!

In the table diameters of 130 and 160 cm, the non-extendable  

miró table is optionally available with a turntable that can be 

flush-fitted into the table top. Like the table top itself, this can 

be made of solid wood, coloured glass or ceramic. Four ball- 

bearing-mounted, three-dimensionally adjustable castors 

provide smooth running and perfectly coordinated rotary 

action, even on uneven floors. The turntable can be removed 

for easy cleaning. Intricately crafted solid wood elements are 

used to make the table frame behind which the barely visible 

technology is concealed with style.

miró
Inspired by works by the Catalan painter Joan Miró, the shape of the 

miró table is reminiscent of a futuristic, seemingly weightless object 

that floats in space. As usual with TEAM 7, miró – which reflects the love 

of craftsmanship in many details – is made entirely of solid wood. Its 

round table top makes the miró table a particularly communicative place 

that will enrich small city apartments just as much as spacious dining 

rooms. At the same time, its sophisticated technology ensures greater 

convenience, whether you go for the extendable or non-extendable table.

The pure beauty of solid wood combined with 
the details of artistic craftsmanship to create a 
spectacular aesthetic. miró is carved from the 
wood on which sophisticated saucers fly.

Sebastian Desch, designer

fig. left: miró non-extendable table, d 160 cm,  

wood type walnut, basalt black ceramic
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GENUINE NATURAL MATERIALS

You decide what goes under the table top. As 

well as pure solid wood, when it comes to the 

table inserts for the miró table you can also 

choose from our wide range of coloured glass 

and ceramic options, which has now gained 

an exciting new addition: iron grey ceramic.

One nifty detail in the extension technology is a hinged 

filler panel on the table inserts that keeps the pull-out 

rails hidden when the table is extended and ensures a 

consistent look that is virtually indistinguishable from 

that of its non-extendable counterpart. A mechanical 

locking element ensures maximum stability and 

securely closed tabletop joints. High-quality castors 

integrated into the legs protect the floor and make the 

extendable table easier to use.

SOPHISTICATED DESIGN

Positioned close to the edge of the table, the legs guarantee 

maximum legroom and make sure that everyone can sit comfortably 

around it, whether it’s closed or extended. The love of detail that has 

gone into this new product is also reflected in the design of the table 

legs, where the interplay between angular and rounded lines echoes 

the stylistic elements of the table top.

GET MORE SPACE IN NEXT TO 
NO TIME

As an extendable table, miró comes 

in a diameter of 110 cm with a 50 cm 

table insert and in diameters of 120 

and 130 cm with a 60 cm table insert. 

The innovative extension technology 

has been reduced to a minimum height 

and is integrated almost invisibly 

into the table behind the table frame 

that has become synonymous with 

miró. This makes it possible to sit 

comfortably with maximum legroom. 

The bidirectional, soft-close swivel 

technology makes it easy to open and 

close the integrated table inserts 

quietly and provides additional comfort 

and safety.

fig.: miró extendable table, wood type  

oak white oil, matt natural white glass

miró extendable table

LOVE OF DETAIL

fig. above: miró extendable table, d 120 + 60 cm, wood type oak white oil,  

natural white matt glass | girado chair, wood type oak white oil, matt black  

swivel base, fabric Canvas 264 | cubus glass cabinet, wood type oak white oil, clear glass

EASY TO EXTEND
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cubus display case

girado chair

filigno sideboard

HIGH-IMPACT

ARTISTIC
LOVINGLY CRAFTED

With its 39-millimetre-thick top board and 

consistent wood-grain pattern on the fronts, this 

cubus display case highlights the power and beauty 

of solid wood. The fine black aluminium frame 

fronts, available with clear or smoked glass, provide 

a fantastic contrast. LED strips and LED spotlights 

that can be individually controlled and dimmed are 

fitted on the centre panel, providing the perfect 

stage for your favourite pieces inside.

The artfully curved solid wood backrest of the girado chair supports the  

upper body and makes it easier to adopt a comfortable sitting position, while the 

high-quality upholstery with innovative internal elastic straps ensures maximum  

seating comfort despite the slimline look. Tapered towards the front, the seat 

itself amplifies the overall dynamic appearance and boasts genuine upholstery 

craftsmanship with precise piping all round the curve of the backrest. The 

upholstery is available in all TEAM 7 fabric and leather colours. All components 

of the girado chair can be individually replaced to ensure a sustainably long life.  

Ideal for your home office: the girado, a truly stylish office swivel chair.

fig. above left: girado chair, wood type oak white oil,  

glossy swivel base, fabric Canvas 264

fig. above centre: girado chair, wood type walnut,  

matt black swivel base, black leather

fig. above right: girado office swivel chair, wood type walnut,  

matt black swivel base with castors, black leather

The delicate casing made from genuine solid 

wood, the filigree metal frame base and the  

glass element extending around the corner 

lend the filigno sideboard elegance and 

lightness. Black shelf supports that match the 

aluminium frame doors and concealed door 

hinges underline our love of detail.

It’s fascinating when organic contouring can be executed with classic,  
solid wood – in a way that is tailored to the material!

Martin Ballendat, designer

fig. right: cubus display case 21,  

wood type oak white oil, clear glass

fig. left: filigno sideboard 22, wood type walnut,  

smoked glass, matt black metal frame base
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The armrests of the new lui léger are slightly 

lower than on our grand lui but are still extremely 

comfortable. Their height is designed so that 

your arms can be supported comfortably on the 

armrests for relaxed sitting. At the same time,  

lui léger can easily slide under the table, thanks 

to the reduced height of its forward-sloping 

armrests. This offers more freedom when planning 

smaller rooms or dining areas with less space to 

play with. The recessed front edge of the armrests 

is another deliberate design detail that provides 

exciting visual differences and gives lui léger its 

distinctive character within the lui family of chairs.

It was just a matter of time until the casual lui 
made it to the bar. The visual angle in the chair 
base and its bold shape are the result of careful 
thought. Cheers!

Jacob Strobel, designer

lui léger chair

LOWER

The elegant wire frame, available with a 

stainless steel finish, in glossy chrome 

or matt black, is inspired in its look by 

the dining chair. Thanks to the artful 

contouring, the foot rest becomes part 

of the frame and its clever height offers 

additional comfort while sitting.

lui
All members of the much-loved lui family 

of chairs share the same characteristically 

casual look: a smoothly stretched exterior 

and distinctive crumpled folds on the inside. 

The seat shell fits snugly around the shape 

of your body and guarantees outstanding 

seating comfort, which you can now enjoy  

to the full at the bar as well. At 67 cm  

tall, the new lui bar chair bridges the gap  

between kitchen and dining area in  

charming fashion and, together with the  

rest of the lui family of chairs, allows a  

consistent look to be maintained when  

planning different living areas.

lui bar chair

HIGHER

fig. above: lui bar chair, wire frame with 

stainless steel finish, fabric Clara 188

fig. right: lui bar chair, matt black wire 

frame, leather L1 medium grey

fig. right: lui léger chair, matt black wire frame,  

inside fabric Canvas 424, outside leather L1 black

THIS CHAIR SHOWS YOU  
HOW DESIGN AND COMFORT  

DON’T HAVE TO BE 
 MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

it́ s a tree story.
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baby bed and wall module
The minimalist frame and the special knitted fabric  

that runs all round the baby bed make it lightweight  

and mobile – a sheltered nest for dreams on wheels. 

The wall module performs not one but two jobs: after 

it’s served its time as a changing station, it’s perfect  

as a small but handy workstation.

Children are especially important to us, 

and we know how important a natural 

environment is for them to grow up 

healthily. Our solid wood kids furniture 

from the new kids range lets you create just 

that in your own home. Besides maximum 

quality for safety and a long lifespan, we 

also guarantee sustainable production. 

Ultimately, we want to leave more than just 

high-quality furniture to our children: we 

want them to have a world worth living in.

wardrobe, shelves and alcove
Based on a shared element system, the wardrobe and shelves 

can be perfectly combined with each other, turning planning 

into child’s play. The upholstered alcove is the perfect retreat 

to rest and read. Surrounded by pure solid wood, this space 

radiates a special feeling of warmth and security. The LED 

lighting creates a pleasant lighting atmosphere.

Rent me, baby!
Save money and, above all, precious resources. This is 

because our rental service gives you the option of using 

the baby bed for only as long as you actually need it. 

Then you simply give it back. You can find more details 

about our baby bed rental service from selected TEAM 7 

partners in your area:

qr.team7-home.com/cradle-renting



YOUR CHILD  
GROWS AND GROWS?

SO DOES OUR  
FURNITURE.

bed
From a single bed to a den bed, loft bed or  

bunk bed and back again: with TEAM 7 kids, 

it’s child’s play. Clever add-ons make the 

kids bed fantastically versatile. An optional 

platform for the single bed or the bunk bed 

can be designed for any or all four sides 

of the bed, as you wish. This also provides 

valuable storage space in large drawers and 

handy storage surfaces – turning the bed 

itself into a play area. An integrated safety 

rail offers protection when things get wild.

desk, pedestal and  
swivel chair
The TEAM 7 kids desk is height-adjustable and 

can be adapted to your child’s ergonomic needs. 

Integrated cable management, a drawer and 

a partially tiltable table top are available as 

options for additional comfort. Our desk pedestal 

comes in two different widths depending on 

how much storage space is needed. With its 

adjustable seat height, seat depth and backrest, 

the swivel chair guarantees unbeatable seating 

comfort. The upholstery is available in all the 

colours of our Ripley fabric range.

all kids  
products

OUR FURNITURE IS 
SIMPLE AND TIMELESS. 

AND THE COLOUR SHINES 

OUT ON ITS OWN.

alder white oil water blue forest green flame redalder natural oil



living

This modular cubus pure wall unit demonstrates just how versatile 

and flexible our living room ranges are. Whether you go for one or 

two vertical units, with design element or without, the planning 

for your wall units can be customised to your size and storage 

space requirements, and their look will never be anything other 

than captivating. A “stage” for the individual elements of the wall 

unit is provided by the new wall panels and a 39-millimetre-thick 

solid wood panel that will hold its shape thanks to its three-layer 

technology. The brackets vanish behind the panels with the aid of 

sophisticated technology.

Our cubus, cubus pure and filigno wall units combine handy storage space 

with timeless design to make a single perfect whole that offers virtually  

unlimited planning options. Our new wall panels will now give you even 

more creative freedom! Choose between solid wood panels with a vertical 

or horizontal grain. Cabinets, design elements, shelves and the TV mounting 

plate can all be positioned freely. The necessary cabling can run easily and 

invisibly behind the wall panels, while the optional LED lighting lets  

you create a real highlight in your living room.

cubus pure wall unit

FLEXIBLE

fig. left: cubus pure wall unit, wood type oak,  

glass from left to right: matt pebble, matt natural white, matt graphite grey

NEW WALL PAN
ELS

As a stylish companion to your sofa that also 

gives you some useful storage space, our  

coffee tables will add the finishing touch to  

your living room. For more comfort, two models 

are also now available in a new, higher version: 

choose between 34.5 and 42 cm for the filigno 

coffee table and between 28.3 and 39.5 cm for 

the c3 coffee table.

filigno coffee table

COMFORTABLE

fig. right: filigno coffee table, wood type oak, 

light grey matt glass, stone grey frame
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fig. right: tall cabinet with dual pull-out,  

wood type oak | flush-fitted strip handle in a 

black stainless steel finish

CLARITY

The new dual pull-out with significantly larger 

shelves ensures a maximum overview and more 

storage space in our tall cabinets. In the upper 

section, the contents are divided between the 

door shelves and the pull-out. Because the 

sides of the shelves are low the supplies can 

also still be easily reached. Large storage items 

can be placed on the generous shelves in the 

lower section. The flush-fitted strip handle is 

now available in a black stainless steel finish 

alongside its standard stainless steel finish, thus 

opening up even more design possibilities.

BEAUTY

The new three-dimensionally adjustable flap hinge 

on aluminium frame fronts for upper cabinets also 

underscores the stringent requirements made 

of our solid wood kitchens. To ensure a perfect 

appearance, the technology is concealed in the 

side of the cabinet, requiring the highest precision 

and enormous expertise in solid wood working. 

The superior cushioning mechanism ensures 

comfortable handling when opening and closing 

the flap door. The combination of black aluminium 

frame doors and the new black lighting profiles 

opens up some great possibilities for creating 

fascinating accents in our solid wood kitchens.

Nifty storage space is also provided by  

slender bottom cabinets with our new  

functional pull-out including a holder for  

baking trays and chopping boards.

fig. left: top cabinet with aluminium frame and smoked glass,  

bottom cabinet with functional pull-out, wood type oak white oil

kitchen
VISIBILITY

Black aluminium frame doors with clear glass or smoked glass add new 

options for designing our solid wood kitchens. The door hinges are sized so 

as to be countersunk invisibly into the wooden element and concealed by the  

aluminium frame. The stylish corner display case offers you stimulating 

planning inspiration for finishing off your kitchen unit. A vertical wood-grain 

pattern for the wooden fronts of your linee kitchen is another new option.

fig. below: linee kitchen, wood type walnut, black matt glass, smoked glass 

lui bar chair, matt black wire frame, leather L1 black 

kitchen    1918    kitchen
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